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Introduction

• “The Revisionist’s Basic Assumption: the terms or concepts
which we use to talk and think about a particular subject matter
can be defective, and these terms or concepts can be improved
to address these defects” (Cappelen, Forthcoming, §3.1).

• Question: In what sense of ‘better’ are some concepts better than
others? This is left open by the Revisionist’s Basic Assumption.

1 Morally Better and Epistemically Better

• Better in a moral sense: Haslanger (2000) proposes changing
the concept woman so that women are, by definition, socially
subordinated in virtue of “observed or imagined bodily features”
(Haslanger 2000, 230).

• Better in an epistemic sense (I): one might think that concepts
are better or worse in terms of enhancing the “theoretical virtues”
of the theories in which they feature (e.g. simplicity).

• Better in an epistemic sense (II): some concepts are defective
in that they are “inconsistent”; this means that the rules that
are constitutive of their meaning are incompatible with certain
empirical facts because there are things to which these concepts
both apply and do not apply.

• Example (Scharp 2007, 607):

‘rable’ applies to x if x is a table

‘rable’ does not apply to x if x is a red thing.

• This means that some things (namely, red tables) both are, and
are not, rables. Scharp argues that “Since most people do not
believe that any contradictions are true . . . and they believe in
the existence of red tables, it seems that adding ‘rable’ to one’s
conceptual repertoire corrupts it in a certain way” (Scharp 2007,
608).

• Scharp proposes replacing truth with ascending truth and de-
scending truth to avoid the Liar Paradox, which makes truth an
inconsistent concept, like rable.

• Better in an epistemic sense (III): naturalness and “carving at
the joints” (Lewis 1983; Sider 2011). Example: the concept fish
is better than the concept swimbeast.

2 A Case in Which These Come Apart

• The concept of responsibility as it features in our folk theory of
morality. Should we keep this concept (with its standard mean-
ing) or get rid of it?

• On the one hand, it is not implausible to think that, given the
way the concept of responsibility works in our folk theory of
morality, people would generally act in a less moral way if we
got rid of the concept of responsibility and kept everything else
roughly the same.

∗Thanks to Manish Oza (who also suggested the responsibility example), Gurpreet Rattan, and Mason Westfall for helpful discussion and comments.
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• On the other hand, it is also not implausible to suppose that the
concept of responsibility does not “carve at the joints” of nature
nor is it a highly “natural” concept. Moreover, it might turn out
to be an inconsistent concept in Scharp’s sense because there are
pairs of agents and states of affairs such that, by the lights of the
folk-morality concept of responsibility, the agent both is and is
not responsible for the state of affairs.

3 An Alternative Approach: Communica-
tion as the Aim of Linguistic Activity

• Let’s focus on the activity of choosing what to mean by a partic-
ular linguistic expression in a context.

• A ‘framework’ is just a particular way of pairing an expression of
the language with a meaning. Two frameworks are ‘alternatives’
iff they assign different meanings to the same expression.

• Choosing between alternative frameworks is one aspect of choos-
ing how to engage in what I call linguistic activity, which is any
activity that essentially involves language (e.g. speaking and writ-
ing).

• Linguistic activity, I claim, has a constitutive aim: what it is for
something to be an instance of this activity is for it to have this
aim.

• The constitutive aim of linguistic activity is communication, so in
choosing between alternative frameworks, we ought to be guided
by considerations related to achieving successful communication.

• One upshot is that the question: ‘Ought we retain or get rid of
the concept of responsibility (as it is currently used)?’ will not
receive a context-independent answer.

4 Communication and “Lexical Exploiters”

• Cappelen criticizes conceptual engineers who seek to employ the
lexical effects of some term while ignoring the requirement that

we attach a meaning to a linguistic expression that preserves the
“topic” of the target discourse (Cappelen, Forthcoming, §11.8):

Exploiters undermine rational discourse by encourag-
ing verbal disputes and in so doing undermine con-
tinuity of inquiry. They treat speech as a medium of
manipulation, not as a medium for communication (i.e.
as a medium for the exchange of thoughts and ideas).

• If we take what I have said so far on board, then we could say
that exploiters are doing something wrong because they are ap-
pealing to the wrong kind of reasons in arguing for revising a
concept in a certain way.

• But why can’t the exploiter reply that in these cases, the ends
justify the means?

• Maybe we can reconcile these responses by emphasizing that in
choosing between alternative frameworks, we are considering two
alternative actions qua instances of linguistic activity. Consid-
ered that way, perhaps it is correct to say that lexical exploitation
is always wrong. Nevertheless, you might think that morality is
distinctive in that, among other things, it tells us what we ought
to do all things considered. So, all things considered, perhaps it
might sometimes be okay to exploit lexical effects.
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